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Abstract

This work complements the work in low resolution
road extraction and high resolution road following, both of
which ignore intersections and are not applied in urban areas.
Several factors make the extraction of a street grid difficult:
a) The intensity values depend not just on the surface
material but also on illumination and viewing conditions;
thus we can not infer material type solely from pixel values.
However, multi- and hyper-spectral data can provide some
assistance.
b) The street grid is rarely present in isolation. Trees
often partially obscure roads. Buildings adjacent to roads
are similar width and often similar materials plus they can
obscure the roads. Thus low level extraction techniques
such as edge detection or region segmentation, give fragmented results with extraneous boundaries and regions.
c) The lack of sufficient spatial or spectral resolution
can compound these difficulties.
We address these difficulties by using model based extraction and grouping procedures, global and local context
from extended roads and intersections, high resolution imagery, and fusion of multiple images or data sources.

While two-dimensional maps exist for most urban areas, the descriptions may be incomplete or out of date, or
of insufficient resolution for the given application and features such a roads are not described as 3-D objects. Most of
the past work on road detection has concentrated on either
low resolution, primarily rural roads (usually producing
“spaghetti” roads with no notion of intersections), high resolution road following without the topological information
of the intersections, or pixel classification where there is no
sense of the road as an object. This paper address the problem of extracting a street grid in an urban environment
while maintaining the topological information of the intersections.
Starting from an initial seed intersection, which gives
the size and orientation of the expected grid, this system
uses a feature-based hypothesis and verify paradigm to extract a 3-D description of the street grid. The verification
uses the context provided by an intersection model and by
an extended street model and other available sensors.

1 Introduction
Many difficult problems remain before the extraction
of artificial features in urban areas is completely automated. One of the difficult tasks is the extraction of the street
grid. Descriptions of street grids are useful in a number of
applications including planning, mapping, street maintenance, and traffic analysis. In this paper we describe a system for extracting approximately regular street grids in a
moderately dense urban environment (streets are not completely obscured by buildings). Rather than just detecting
road pixels in the image, we generate 3-D descriptions of
extended streets that include the intersections connecting
the streets. We apply our system on mostly regular urban
street grid patterns, the stereotypical US pattern, but always
keep in mind the full spectrum of street grids including
combinations of regular grids, irregular street patterns, general urban streets, and those where occlusions from adjacent buildings are a major problem.

1.1 Previous work
Early road extraction work dealt with low resolution
rural roads. This work is best exemplified by the early SRI
road work [4]. Their examples included few intersections
and roads are extracted separately, so connections between
them are not important. This early work also included high
resolution road following using the intensity profile of the
road. Recent work has begun to address the problems of
connections between roads, but still for rural roads [5]. Examples of several efforts in road detection and delineation
are in the proceeding of the Ascona workshop [6]. An example of the road following approach, using detected seed
roads is in [1, 2]. Rather than direct extraction, another approach is to refine approximate roads using active models
such as snakes [9]. These methods ignore the intersections
and thus lose the topology of the street grid and generate
spaghetti-like roads. This problem is the main focus of our
work: the generation of descriptions of the road grid with
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the topology intact. Another approach [3], uses local context to reduce the problems of occlusions, shadows and intersections, but the program still applies only to mostly
well defined rural roads.

tions from the grid model.
One typical extraction technique is pixel classification,
using multi- or hyperspectral data. These methods are
based on the assumption that the street appearance is different from the surrounding area and can be distinguished
from other features (building roofs, parking lots, etc.) [8].
While this approach is appropriate for some tasks, such as
how large an area is covered by roads, it does not provide a
three-dimensional model of where the street is located.
However, we can use the results of a pixel classification approach as a guide in refining the locations of the road.
Finally, the automated techniques for obtaining high
resolution three-dimensional information over large areas
allows the use of the property that streets are lower than
surrounding buildings. Automated techniques for extraction of digital elevation models included in mapping workstations produce adequate models for the use in refining
street positions and eliminating detected street segments
that are on buildings.
Each of these assumptions leads to a portion of the final procedure for extraction. We start from a seed intersection, which gives the location, direction and size of the
street grid, then verify (and refine) the location and use the
refined values to hypothesize the next intersection location.
When the initial grid is completed, we use a variety of refinement procedures that adjust the position and width according to image properties, elevation models, or pixel
classifications.

2 Road Grid Extraction and Verification
This work uses a hypothesize and test paradigm guided
by a strong model of the expected appearance. The model
is based on several properties with extraction steps designed for each property.
The first part of the model is the street grid itself. We
assume a mostly regular street grid. This means the streets
fit on some regular pattern, but there is no expectation that
all parts of the grid will be present and small variations in
position and width are expected.
Streets meet at intersections. The intersection provides
an explicit model for the topology of intersecting streets
and a model for local appearance. The grid can be decomposed into a set of intersections where each intersection
represents the junction of four potential street segments.
The intersection and the individual street segment form the
basic elements of our internal representation and ensure
that connections between streets at intersections are maintained The intersection model is illustrated in Figure 1.

2.1 Initial Verification and Road Segment
Matching
The initial grid generation procedure is outlined in
Figure 2. This phase uses the initial model given by a seed
intersection (see Figure 3 for an example), matches line
features detected in the image with the predicted lines from
the intersection model to find the best position for the intersection, and propagates the model to the next intersection
until the full area is tested. Because the position of the intersection (and thus that of the connected road segments)
may be changed with each intersection match to fit the image data, this leads to a very different grid than would occur
if a uniform pattern was applied to the entire scene.
The model to image matching procedure is derived
from prior work on object based change detection, and includes a number of simplifications due to the different assumptions [7]. The 3-D model for each road segment consists of the two 3-D lines corresponding to the two road
sides. By assuming that both of these road sides lie on the
ground surface, we can predict their location in the image
from the camera models and a low resolution terrain model.
The match procedure finds the position where the
model lines best overlap the linear features (i.e. extended
edges) detected in the image [10]. An accumulation array
technique is used for this operation. Every feature pair,

Figure 1 Basic Intersection Model
Streets are modeled as mostly straight linear features
of some width. Each street may have a different width and
along a given street, the width may change. The extended
nature of the street is captured through a ordered list of
street segments.
Streets have visible edges in the image. The first three
parts of the model dealt with the representation of the street
grid, this one addresses the appearance in the image. Thus,
the basic detection technique will involve finding edges in
the image and matching those edges to the predicted loca-
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metric rating, we group road segments into four broad categories. A good match is one where most of the model line
segments overlap the image lines (a threshold around 0.5 is
used, with visually clear roads often having a score close to
1.0). These good matches will be used for generating extended streets. Moderate matches are the next 0.2 (i.e.
down to 0.3). When the support is below 0.05 the road segment is discarded completely. A fourth category (between
the moderate matches and the rejects) is maintained and is
checked again in the refinement process (where the rating
may change), but these are not used as validated road segments. At this point, extended streets (with intersections)
may be computed from the road segments with good
matches.

2.2 Road Segment Refinement
Figure 2 Hypothesize and Verify for the Initial Grid
Description

After the initial grid generation and verification, many
small errors remain. For simple cases the refinement may
consist of only correcting the position and width using the
original images. For more urbanized areas we use classification information to adjust the positions and elevation
models to adjust both the position and rating (good, moderate, etc.) of the individual road segments. Figure 4 outlines
the operation of this basic refinement phase.
We compute a more precise alignment for road segments with image features using a version of the accumulation array matcher that allows translation perpendicular
to the road orientation and changes in the width of the road.
For this step, the allowable translation is inversely proportional to the geometric support (segments with good geometric match are not allowed to move very much). This
phase uses triples of road segments (three consecutive segments) to provide context and maintain the straightness of
the resulting streets. Width and position refinement accommodates for changes in the actual street widths and allows
the use of approximate widths in the initial model. A similar refinement process can be applied to make adjustments
in the orientation of the model road segments (i.e. less than
5°), but in practice this has not improved the results.

Figure 3 Initial Grid Model
composed of a model line and an image linear feature, is
compared and may contribute to the accumulation array. If
the orientation difference is too large or the translation exceeds the allowable limits, the contribution is 0. (Note that
using these limits (angle and translation) and a spatial index
for the line segments not all pairs are tested.) Otherwise,
the accumulation array is incremented for the range of
translations that would align the two lines. This increments
the array over a large area whose shape and size depend on
the line lengths and angle differences. See [7] for the details. After all pairs are tested, the best translation is indicated by the peak in the accumulation array. By using the
intersection rather than a single road, the translation of the
road segments is better constrained.
Each individual road segment is evaluated to determine the its geometric support, defined by the degree of
overlap of model features with image features (from 0 for
no overlap, to 1.0 for a complete overlap). Using this geo-

Width and position refinement can be applied any
number of times at increasingly higher resolutions, but the
gains after one application are small. Road refinement techniques using active models such as snakes [9]could also be
applied to the extracted extended streets, but in our experiments using available snake algorithms, the further improvement is minimal. Given the strong edge support for
the initial position of the road segments, this is not surprising. After this refinement, the individual good road segments are connected into extended streets.
This two phase procedure works very well for relatively clean images where there is little interference from adjacent buildings and occlusions from trees are not a problem.
Figure 5 shows the result for an image of Yuma, AZ. Note
that the grid is not completely regular over the entire image,
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sequence of good (e.g. as defined by the geometric matches) road segments. We also include those moderate matches
that are bordered on both ends by good matches and ignore
those with good geometric ratings which have no support
on either end. This connects small gaps where the support
is relatively weak (but some evidence exists) and eliminates
isolated segments.
The extended street extraction procedure uses the connections provided by the intersections in the model. Within
a sequence or road segments, it finds the sequences of road
segments classified as good matches. Streets terminate
when there are gaps caused by segments with poor geometric matches (the size of the allowable gap can be specified).
Extended streets can also be filtered by length to eliminate
short streets.
These extended streets provide the context to analyze
the individual segments in a number of different ways. The
image appearance along an extended street should be more
consistent than the appearance of different streets. The
width and elevation should be consistent and street should
be generally straight (or include a few changes).
We align the road segment and adjust its width to be
more consistent with the adjacent road segments within the

Figure 4 Road Grid Refinement
but the streets do occur at regular intervals. The initial model specified a grid size the same as the smallest blocks in the
image.

2.3 Refinement Using Context
The connection of individual road segments into extended streets makes other evaluation and adjustment procedures possible. An extended street is given by finding a

Figure 5 Street Extraction Result, Yuma, AZ.
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Figure 6 Before Using DEM for positioning. Road segments on image and on computed
DEM. Green/Blue indicate relatively low elevation, red/purple relatively high.
We use the DEM in two ways to refine the results. The
extended street. This often corrects for the errors caused by
road segment is shifted (perpendicular to its primary direcfeatures parallel to the streets (e.g. sidewalks). Long term
tion) to a minimum elevation location. Rather than allowshifts in the alignment of the street are still allowed since
ing arbitrary shifts, the distance is limited according to the
this refinement is applied only if segments on both sides inquality of the geometric match (with a perfect match the
dicate a similar change.
segment will not be shifted). The results of this refinement
2.4 Refinement Using Multiple Images
step are shown in Figure 7 where the consistency measure
Both the initial grid generation and refinement are
has been recomputed using the new locations of the road
computed over multiple overlapping images. By choosing
segments. Even after shifting, some segments may still fall
the best match among the (usually two) possible matches,
on buildings. In the second use of the DEM, we eliminate
the common case where buildings occlude streets in obthese segments from the set of good matches and recomlique views or near the edges of nadir images can be hanpute the extended streets.
dled.
For some sites we have multi- or hyperspectral data
A second, important capability of multiple images is
that
can be used for the classification of image pixels as
the possibility of extracting 3-D information using standard
road
or other material. This data is usually lower resolution
stereo analysis techniques. We use automatically extracted
than
the image data and will contain classification errors
digital elevation models (DEMs) to aid in refinement of the
due
to
occlusions from trees or cars, but it aids in better loroad segments. While a raw computed DEM has many
cating
the
road features. We have a classification map genproblems, especially near buildings, it provides a good aperated
for
the
DC data set [8] with one class for road (and a
proximation of the elevation of the area of the road segment
second
for
gravel
paths). Using this map we can, in a manand indicates when a road segment is higher or lower than
ner
similar
to
the
shifting
of road segments to local minima
the others in its extended street. Also, it can indicate local
on
the
DEM,
force
the
alignment
of the road segments to
elevation minima that usually correspond to the gaps bemore
completely
cover
the
points
classified
as road. Using
tween buildings where the street is located. Figure 6 shows
the
classification
in
this
manner
means
occlusions
or missa small portion of an image with the selected road segments
ing
pixels
are
not
a
problem
since
the
road
segment
covers
color coded: segments with consistent elevation are shown
a
large
area
and
perfect
classifications
are
not
required.
in greens, those with inconsistent elevation (in order of inFigure 8 shows some of the changes when this refinement
creasing elevation) in yellow, red and magenta. In this case,
is applied to the DC dataset. The primary improvement is
consistent means that the elevation under the road segment
in the alignment of some streets in areas where the DEM
in the DEM is similar to that for the extended street, inconwould provide no assistance. The classification-assisted resistent means the elevation is much higher than the average
sults include more shorter segments since the better alignfor the extended street.
ment with streets allowed this limit to be relaxed.
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Figure 7 The same area after DEM adjustments.

3 Results

the limits on the allowable translation and width variations.
For the initial intersection-based verification, 60% of the
time is in edge and line extraction from the image windows
with the rest dominated by the accumulation array computation. In the width refinement, two-thirds of the time is in
the match accumulation procedure (since the width test involves multiple applications of this procedure). Total execution time is roughly 60 minutes for the intersection verification (using 3 2000X2000 images and 3000 road segments) and 220 minutes for the refinement. After the

This system has been run on a variety of sites including
the Ft. Hood dataset used for the DARPA APGD program;
Yuma, AZ; images of West Lafayette, IN; and images of
Washington, DC. The only parameters that are varied are
those which are site dependent, such as the allowable
widths of streets and the initial seed intersection. More examples of results with intermediate results and detailed
timings are available from the web site. The overall computation times depend on the size and number of images and

Figure 8 Extracted streets with no classification information (Top) and with classification information
(Bottom)
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refinement, roughly 36Km of streets are extracted.
By running the procedure with several different initial
seeds over a number of images, a more complete set of
streets is possible. Figure 9 shows the accumulated results
for the DC data displayed on an orthophoto of part of the
site (3 additional images, north of the mall area, were used
to generate the results but were not included in the orthophoto generation).
A detailed analysis of the results shows one common
error: road segments widths are incorrect due to matching
other strong edge features (sidewalks, stripes, etc.). Without the use of the DEM or classification map another error
is that streets are misplaced by the width of the street (i.e.
the left side of the model matches the right side of the actual street and the right side of the model matches some other
structure parallel to it).

[2]

4 Conclusions

[7]
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[6]

We have presented a new approach for detecting and
describing urban road grids from aerial imagery which
maintains the topological structure of the pattern. This procedure uses a model-based approach that easily incorporates multiple overlapping images to extend the area covered and can incorporate other forms of image data to improve the results. Further analysis is needed to provide
detailed analysis of completeness and accuracy for the extraction results.
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Figure 9 Accumulated results for the Washington, DC dataset.
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